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New Broadcast Era

Forward

It wasn’t so long ago that the hot topic in our industry
was whether media distribution workflows would migrate
to public cloud. Those who had migrated workflows were
hailed as pioneers. Fast forward a couple of years and
cloud workflows are the norm for on-demand and live
video distribution.
Now the time is right for live contribution to
move to public cloud. The video transport
over IP standards have matured and the
infrastructure is in place. It’s interesting to
reflect on where our industry partners are
in this journey. Most are keen to make the
move, citing the agility of public cloud as
the most compelling reason. Given the fixed
nature of fibre and satellite this comes as
no surprise. Observing how quickly the world
changed in response to the COVID crisis it
seems clear that to easily pivot and scale
live transport workflows is a wise strategy
for any ambitious media organisation.
It is a relief to see some return to normality
with live sport. Helping our customers
get feeds of their live sports video to their
affiliates around the world is very inspiring
for our team. It has meant adding some
features for remote working that we hadn’t
even considered when we initially deployed
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the M2A Connect service. The beauty of
working with the Amazon Web Services (AWS)
Global Cloud infrastructure is we can add
new features as we go with minimal risk,
minimal duplication of processing and no
disruption to live services.
Many of our team at M2A Media have been
working with AWS since early 2012, building
video distribution workflows for the BBC.
We have demonstrated that the highest
value live streams, the biggest events,
can be safely streamed to consumers using
AWS Media Services. What is exciting now is
to see how these same live events can also
be shared with affiliates and sourced into
playout using AWS Media Connect. And the
same principles apply: speed of innovation,
global reach, virtually limitless scale and
a highly reliable service. These are the
cornerstones of success in live streaming.
MARINA KALKANIS
CEO + FOUNDER, M2A MEDIA
m2amedia.tv
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Introduction

In today’s media industry live event coverage is amongst
the most compelling for audiences and the most
challenging to deliver. The value chain for delivering a live
event to consumers can be complex and multi-faceted,
but the choices for content transport in the early stages
of the production workflow are especially important.
In the past B2B syndication of content transport, for
example between sports right owners and broadcasters,
has been dominated by satellite and dedicated fibre links.
More recently the dominance, capacity and availability
of these legacy approaches is being challenged by IP
based solutions running in public cloud. Cloud-based
IP transport can deliver global reach, limitless capacity,
greater flexibility and a lower pay-as-you-use cost profile.
Cloud-based solutions also enable a new range of value
chains between live feed senders and receivers that
unlock new commercial opportunities.
This document explores the growing demand for cloudbased IP video transport, and how best-in-class services,
such as M2A Connect, respond to the specific challenges
and feature requests of a demanding customer base.
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The Live Video Marketplace
Demand for live content is growing and this demand
is filled with both more local content and broader
syndication of global content.
Live event coverage — particularly of
concerts and sports — is a pivotal part of the
content offering of most video businesses.
Live event coverage traditionally has
been the strong point of linear broadcast
organisations; the leading media analyst
Nielsen has reported consistently that
US adults on average watch more than
four hours of linear TV a day—a significant
proportion of which is live news, sports
and concert events. Live events are
increasingly moving onto online video
platforms. For example, Conviva’s 2018
State of the Streaming TV Industry report
found that viewing hours of live video
content online rose 65% from 2017 to 2018
[Conviva]. There is no doubt about the
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increasing consumption of professional
live video on popular social media platforms
like Twitter, Facebook, YouTube and Twitch.
In an online environment where piracy
tends to undermine the value of delayed
or time-shifted viewing, providing immediate
access to live events is a significant driver
for retaining audiences.
The global market for live events is also
expanding. In particular, there is an
increasing globalisation of the fan base
for sport content of all types—for example,
where you might imagine the NFL to be a
largely American phenomena, the 2019
Super Bowl had an average viewership
of 98 million in the U.S. but an additional
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The Live Video Marketplace

estimated 50 to 65 million around the rest
of the world [Statistica/Nielsen]. Sports
rights owners are also seeing an expanding
appetite for richer event coverage, where
the principal video feed is augmented by
alternative camera angles, overlay data
and interpretive graphics.
Globalisation of audiences and the growth
in distribution channels increases the stakes
for an already complex technical endeavor.
Every aspect of successfully delivering
live event video is challenging, including
cost, quality and technical infrastructure.
Consumers have high expectations of
the services offered. The content rights
themselves, of course, command a
significant premium. The production
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workflow needs meticulous attention to
production standards and equally important
is system resilience as a break in continuity
is a significant commercial and brand risk.
Given the expensive real-time acquisition,
production and distribution overhead, it’s
increasingly important to be able to exploit
every opportunity to maximize the revenue
streams from broadcasters and video service
providers. In this context, anyone involved
with live video operations is likely to have
a laser focus on improving the flexibility,
agility and cost base of their live video
transport solutions.
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Current Transport Options
The status-quo in live event acquisition and
distribution has been based around the technologies
of satellite and dedicated fibre links, and this model
has certainly served the industry well for many years.
The essence of satellite transport is
guaranteed high bandwidth, long distance
links and a one-to-many distribution
capability. But this traditional approach
comes with significant downsides.
›› Limited geographic reach: single
geo-synchronous satellite links can
only cover around one third of the earth’s
surface, which means truly transglobal
demands need to be met with multi-hop
transmission and potentially a transition
between multiple service providers.
At the very least this creates a logistical
challenge, if not a higher risk of
link disruption.
›› Latency: typical single link satellite hops
involve long distance transmissions,
introducing a transmission latency of
around 500ms - and multiples of this
in the cases of multi-hop transport. In a
marketplace where the goal is often true
real-time delivery, these delays can be
a significant issue.
›› Contractual inflexibility: the nature of
the commercial relationship offered for
satellite transport is typically very rigid,
with bandwidth and timeslots requiring
long term reservations and a “use it or
lose it” commitment. Ad-hoc bandwidth,
when available, typically comes at a high
price premium.
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›› Changing global spectrum allocation:
the highly reliable C-band spectrum that
was historically allocated for satellite
transport is now becoming a soughtafter resource for new 5G terrestrial
network rollouts. A move to use higher
frequencies brings issues such as
rain-fade and a need for more complex
error correction protocols. Overall,
the capacity available to the B2B
satellite industry may be under long
term pressure.
Fixed point to point terrestrial fibre links
don’t suffer from the same latency and
spectrum issues as satellite transport, but
this type of transport comes with many of
the same contract commitment challenges.
Many established broadcasters and rights
owners report that they have long term
agreements with a combination of satellite
and fixed fibre operators.
Long term agreements certainly lower costs
and guarantee a transmission capacity
but they are optimised for standardised
schedules and predictable event calendars.
The use it or lose it nature of these
agreements means broadcasters often
find themselves paying for bookings that
go unused. The opportunity cost is lack
of agility both in terms of on demand
scaling (both scaling up and scaling
down) and inability to benefit from
flexible IP based video workflows.
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Leveraging IP and the Cloud
For professional live video transmission, MPEG Transport
Stream is the standard container format which, on
the face of it, has fundamental characteristics of fixed
bandwidth, 100% reliability and rigid time base.
These don’t necessarily overlay well on
the world of IP. Until relatively recently,
the inability to bridge this gap created
a credibility challenge in the use of IP
as an option for live video workflows.
The potential advantages of an IP transport
backbone based on standard internet
technology have encouraged a tremendous
investment of research and development
directed towards harmonising the IP and the
live video world. New robust protocols guided
by global standards such as SMPTE 2022 are
being proven commercially and are achieving
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global interoperability. It’s also important
to acknowledge the inexorable cycle of
investment that underpins improvement in
both public and private global infrastructure
that supports IP connectivity and IP-based
services in general. This continuing high
level of investment is paralleled by a
plummeting price tag for wholesale IP
bandwidth—by industry estimates more
than a 1000-fold decrease over the last
two decades [Dr Peering] and 30 percent
compounded annually from 2014 to 2017
[The Register]. These are trends that seem
likely to continue for the foreseeable future.
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Leveraging IP and the Cloud

Building on these emerging standards and
innovations is an increasingly capable set
of B2B tools and services that become
practical options for today’s generation of
broadcasters. If IP based live event transport
might have been seen in past years as a
high-risk novelty, it is now more than just
a credible alternative, but an element of
an increasingly compelling strategic shift.
This is not only impacting the options for
the rights owner’s live event contribution
feeds but enabling a set of crucial advances
in distribution to broadcast and streaming
service providers. This link in the live event
value chain now can expect IP cloudnative content feeds that are both richer
in options, faster to set-up and tear down
and customised to their specific profiled
requirements. Making live video transport
more cost-effective, flexible and scalable is
a trend that will support and enable evolving
commercial models / opportunities.
What is a truly effective way to take
advantage of recent advances in IP
protocols, infrastructure investment and
cost reductions - and gain the benefits of
further improvements year on year? Amazon
Web Services (AWS) brings highly scalable,
elastic and secure cloud services to content
production, storage, processing, and
distribution. The launch of the AWS Elemental
MediaConnect service provided a new option
for reliable, secure, and flexible live video
transport in the cloud.
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The AWS Global Cloud Infrastructure is the
most secure, extensive, and reliable cloud
platform, offering over 175 fully featured
services from data centers globally. AWS
Elemental MediaConnect is part of the
AWS Media Services, a family of managed
services that let customers build and adapt
video workflows quickly, eliminate capacity
planning, easily scale with growth, and
benefit from pay-as-you-go pricing.

“	AWS Elemental MediaConnect
gives customers the reliability
and security of satellite
and fibre combined with
the flexibility, agility, and
economics of IP-based
networks for mission-critical
live video workflows at a
fraction of the time and cost
of satellite or fibre services.
The addition of M2A Connect
helps owners of live content
automate event scheduling
and manage bulk entitlements
with event-based monitoring
and reporting.”
DAVID GRIGGS
SENIOR PRODUCT MANAGER MEDIA SERVICES, AWS ELEMENTAL
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Introducing
M2A Connect
M2A Connect enables broadcasters and rights
owners to more easily manage the presentation,
routing, monitoring and distribution of live video
content on an event-by-event basis.
The product is a resource management
layer and control plane on top of the
AWS Media Services, and offering an
intuitive user interface and API for
creating live transmission workflows.
As a foundational value proposition
M2A Connect offers a comprehensive
operations-oriented viewpoint for a rich
fabric of cloud-based IP video transport
services that can be instantiated and
configured to serve any specific live video
contribution or distribution challenge.
The operations-oriented console and API
enables the scheduling and monitoring of live
video flows creating acquisition end-points,
cloud-based workflows and B2B distribution
of channels to broadcast and streaming
service providers. In the increasingly diverse
and dynamic marketplace for live content,
this capability brings significant new tool
capabilities to the market, including:
›› A broadcast-grade Service Level
Agreement (SLA).
›› Fully flexible scheduling of transport
connectivity into, out of, within and
between AWS regions and customer
facilities.
›› Organisation by organisation and
event by event media entitlements
and content security.
›› Configurable resiliency of
all connectivity and media
processing resources.
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›› Full dashboard capability for
monitoring and fault management.
›› Minimised advance stream setup time
and smooth on-boarding with no long
term commitments.
›› Low latency point-to-point and pointto-multipoint transport.
›› No set bandwidth caps on any
channel.
›› Limitless scaling of storage and video
processing capacity.
›› Transparent pay-for-use service billing.
Overall, M2A Connect brings a broadcaster/
video operator perspective to the capabilities
of the underlying IP connection technologies,
particularly in terms of operator-oriented
SLAs for QoS, reliability and security with
a full white glove service support.

Introducing M2A Connect

The plug-in based component architecture of
M2A Connect optionally offers rights owners
and broadcasters a range of sophisticated
media production and management features.
Examples of these include:
›› Cloud-based workflows which can take
a clean source video feed and produce
multiple variants of output.
›› High value, individually customised
regional feeds to service provider
licensees.
›› Arbitrary time delayed feeds and
highlight clips.
›› Transcoding to different formats,
bitrates and aspect ratios.
›› Inserted graphic overlays.
›› Dynamic advertising insertion.
›› Additional value from AI/ML based
enhancement processes.
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M2A Connect is a gateway to the use
of broader media services components
and richer user experiences.

“	As the technology behind
IP transport matures and
becomes a cost-effective
option, the live video
transport marketplace
sees M2A Connect as a
complete solution that
matches their evolving
needs for flexibility, reliability
and professional support.”
MARCUS BOX
CTO & FOUNDER, M2A MEDIA
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Conclusions

M2A Connect sets a new standard in service provision,
scheduling, automation, and delivery of live video content
feeds between rights owners and broadcasters globally.
Working closely on projects with major broadcasters and
rights owners has given M2A Media a unique perspective
on the direction of the industry and informed the key
features, functions and operational characteristics of
the M2A Connect platform.
In fact, M2A Connect is also at the core of M2A Media’s
fully managed live event service offering. This white
glove option delivers M2A Connect in conjunction with
M2A Operations, which in addition offers 24/7 MCR
monitoring of all live feeds, ITIL Incident Management,
dedicated 24/7 access to engineering support, and
premium event support.
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About M2A Media
M2A Media is a cloud media services company with software
engineering at its core. We help rights owners and broadcasters
distribute their live and on-demand video. Our approach is
to build innovative software tooling on top of AWS Elemental
Media Services enabling efficient operational delivery.
We’re all about embracing the power of
the cloud for video distribution and costeffective, flexible workflows. We have that
rare mix of savvy software engineering
and bullet-proof operational support. It is
this combined expertise that places us at
the forefront of innovation in cloud-based
video delivery. Our products; M2A CONNECT,
M2A LIVE, M2A VOD and M2A CAPTURE are
trusted by global broadcasters and sports
rights owners including DAZN, BritBox,
ITV and Channel 4.

M2A CONNECT
Optimise cloud
media services for
B2B video transport

M2A LIVE
High quality live
streaming at scale

M2A VOD
Syndication
at speed

M2A CAPTURE
Instant capture
of live video
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To learn more about M2A
Media, and how our products
can help future-proof your
broadcast operations, please
get in touch and we can
arrange a time to chat.
Contact
M2A Media
Studio 119
The Record Hall
16-16A, Baldwin’s Gardens
London EC1N 7RJ
+44 (0)20 3813 8580
sales@m2amedia.tv
m2amedia.tv

